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Conference Announcement 
Telecommunications infrastructure and economic performance 
Location : Paris, France
Organizers : Orange Ecole Polythechnique Telecom Paris - Innovation and Regulation Chair
Major Topics : 
Broadband and economic performance in developed countries, Cellular phones and economic 
performance in developing countries, Telecommunications infrastructure and economic 
performance – The role of markets and istitutions
Conference Dates : 10/16/2008 to 10/16/2008
Submission Deadline : 7/1/2008
Send Submissions To : infrastructure_performance@telecom-paristech.fr
Sponsoring Organizations : 
For further information contact : Laura Recuero, ENST, Département SES, infrastructure_performance@telecom-paristech.fr
Web Page : http://innovation-regulation.enst.fr/contenu/page_evenement.php?id_evene=76
This conference provides a platform for researchers, professionals and policy makers to present and discuss their latest 
research, as well as being a forum for the exchange of theories and research findings in three main fields of industrial 
economics: Topic 1 : Broadband and economic performance in developed countries Topic 2 : Cellular phones and 
economic performance in developing countries Topic 3 : Telecommunications infrastructure and economic 
performance – The role of markets and institutions Roundtable on “Market oriented vs intervention policies for 
broadband deployment” There is no registration fee for the conference. The deadline for registration is the 15th 
September. Interested audience should register as soon as possible since there is limited capacity. The registration 
covers access to sessions, lunch on the 17th October, coffee-breaks, and conference documents. For registration email 
infrastructure_performance[a]telecom-paristech.fr. 
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